We prove inclusion theorems for both spectra and essential spectra as well as two-sided bounds for isolated eigenvalues for Klein-Gordon type Hamiltonian operators. We first study the operators of the form JG, where J, G are selfadjoint operators on a Hilbert space, J = J * = J −1 and G is positive definite and then we apply these results to obtain the bounds of the Klein-Gordon eigenvalues under the change of the electrostatic potential.
Introduction and preliminaries
The main object of our considerations will be the abstract Klein-Gordon equation
where U, V are operators in a Hilbert space X such that U is selfadjoint and positive definite and V is symmetric. 1 The KleinGordon equation is the relativistic version of the Schrödinger equation, which is used to describe spinless particles. We refer the reader to [4] for the physical background.
Typically, one has X = L 2 (R n ), n = 1, 2, 3; U 2 = m 2 −∆ and V ψ(x) = V (x)ψ(x), x ∈ R n a multiplication operator; this describes a spinless quantum relativistic particle with mass m in an external electrostatic field described by V (all measured in appropriate units). More generally, −∆ can be replaced by (−i∇ − A)
2 with an external magnetic potential A = A(x), and also the constant m can be replaced by a positive multiplication operator m(x). Finally, U 2 and V may be finite matrices obtained, for instance, as a discretisation of an infinite dimensional system. In each case, using the representation based on Feshbach-Villars [3] , the Klein-Gordon equation gives rise to a Hamiltonian matrix operator.
Under appropriate conditions the Hamiltonian will be selfadjoint with respect to a new scalar product which is topologically equivalent to the original one, but the latter scalar product changes with the potential and this will be the main difficulty to cope with.
Our aim is to study the changes of its eigenvalues caused by the changes of the potential V . To this end, we study the spectral properties and perturbation of the spectra for the operators which have the form JG, where J is a hermitian symmetry i.e. J = J * = J −1 , and G is positive definite selfadjoint operator which commutes with J. We then apply the obtained results to the case of abstract Klein-Gordon operator.
The abstract Klein-Gordon equation in an operator-theoretic setting similar as in this paper has already been extensively studied, see [7, 11, 12, 13, 10] and references therein. Study of eigenvalues of the Klein-Gordon operator as an operator in an indefinite inner product space has an even longer history, starting with the paper [22] and continuing with [14, 8, 17, 16, 18, 23, 6] , a list which is far from being complete. However, to the best of our knowledge, the perturbation theory for the eigenvalues of the Klein-Gordon operator is not so well studied, especially the relative bounds for the perturbation of the eigenvalues were not previously known.
The main assumptions on the operators U, V above are A.1 U is a positive definite selfadjoint operator on a Hilbert space X , A.2 V is a closed symmetric operator on X with D(V ) ⊃ D(U ), and A.3 there exists µ ∈ R such that
Typical estimates we obtain look like |δλ| ≤ c δV , c ≥ 1,
where δλ, δV are the changes of the eigenvalue λ and the potential, V , respectively. One example of such an estimate is (22) . Unlike in standard selfadjoint situations here the constant cannot in general be pushed down to one. 2 The estimates are obtained from minimax formulae, so they hold for the (properly ordered) eigenvalues with their multiplicities.
It should be noted that most of the results in this paper are novel even in the finite dimensional case. Section 2 collects mostly known results: the construction of the Hamiltonian and its spectral theory based on its selfadjointness and positivity in a canonically given Krein space environment. Section 3 presents inclusion theorem for the spectra as well as eigenvalue estimates for J-spectral operators. In Section 4 we the results of Section 3 to the special operator matrix structure of the Klein-Gordon Hamiltonian. Finally, Section 5 gives a selection of illustrating examples.
The Hamiltonian operator
By the formal substitution
(1) goes over to
Here H is called the abstract Klein-Gordon operator or abstract Klein-Gordon Hamiltonian. This conversion of a second order equation into a system of first order (oft called 'the linearisation') is here not merely the means of studying this equation. In fact, quantum mechanical interpretation needs a first order equation in Hamiltonian form as was established already in [3] . Our linearisation exhibits a particular 'weighting' implicitly present in [22] ; in this way the Hilbert space norm used here is a direct generalisation of the so-called 'number norm' introduced in [21] .
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Introducing the symmetry
we see that JH becomes symmetric:
In other words, H is symmetric with respect to the indefinite form generated by J. The same is true of the free Hamiltonian
which is also selfadjoint in the standard scalar product and
All this enables us to construct a bona fide Hamiltonian by using forms.
The operator G is naturally given by the form sum
belongs to the selfadjoint positive definite operator
is symmetric and defined on D(U 1/2 ) The condition A.3 immediately implies
so, by the standard theory (see [9, Ch. VI]) g − µJ generates a positive definite operator
This operator can be written as
where
Note that A is bounded positive definite with
By setting H = JG we have given rigorous meaning to the operators H, G introduced formally in the previous section. The operator H is J-selfadjoint, that is, it is selfadjoint in the Krein space with the hermitian symmetry given by J, in other words, H * = JHJ.
The following theorem will play a key role in this paper. 4 We will freely use sums of operators and forms by understanding them to be taken in the form sense.
Theorem 2.1. Let G 0 be selfadjoint positive definite and let J be a hermitian symmetry (i.e. J = J * = J −1 ) commuting with G 0 . Let v be a symmetric form satisfying the inequality
for some real µ and let G − µJ be the selfadjoint positive definite operator generated by the form sum G 0 + v − µJ. Then H = JG is similar to a selfadjoint operator. More precisely, H is selfadjoint with respect to the scalar product
topologically equivalent to the original one, such that the map
is an isometric isomorphy between the two Hilbert spaces. Moreover,
For quantitative considerations the following inequalities may be useful
(this is derived by using the identities (JJ 1 )
The theorem is proved (always under slightly different conditions) in [22] 5 and also in [24] in the special case of the Klein-Gordon operator. The theorem can also be proved using the fact that a selfadjoint operator in a Krein space is similar to a selfadjoint operator if and only if it is definitizable and ∞ is its regular critical point. Hence the theorem also follows from [1, Theorem 2.5] and [2, Proposition 2.1] (see also [12] ).
A most notorious example satisfying the conditions of the preceding theorem is the standard Coulomb Hamiltonian in X = L 2 (R 3 ), U 2 = −∆ + m 2 and V = V (x) = ζ/|x| where by the well known Hardy bound ( [9] , Ch. V.5.4) we have the sharp estimate
It is easy to see that the operator H has spectrum of the positive type (i.e. (Jψ, ψ) > 0 for all ψ from the spectral subspace corresponding to the positive spectrum) on the right hand side of µ and spectrum of negative type on the left hand side of µ.
6
The following result has been established in [11] . 5 In fact, [22] has the form v represented by an operator and µ = 0, but the proofs are unchanged with v as form and a general µ the latter being merely a spectral shift. 6 Hence the scalar products (8) are in a sense canonically determined.
Corollary 2.2. Under the conditions of the preceding theorem we have
Proof. By (7) we have the form inequality
which implies
which then implies (10).
J-selfadjoint operators H satisfying Theorem 2.1 will be called shortly J-spectral. Now, both Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 immediately apply to our Klein-Gordon operators, just identify H, U, G, J with H, G 0 , G, J, respectively. In this case the condition A.3 is equivalent to (7) and
Remark 2.3. Replacing µ by zero in Theorem 2.1 -Corollary 2.2 above just means a spectral shift in H. More precisely, by explicitly denoting the dependence on v as
so we will in the following always work with µ = 0 to facilitate the notations. In applications, however, we will just take a shift making the bound b as small as possible.
In the rest of this section we will assume that the operators G, H, J, G , H are as in Theorem 2.1 -Corollary 2.2 (always with µ = 0).
For quantitative spectral analysis it is important to establish the similarity with a concrete selfadjoint operator. Now, if G (and then also H) is bounded the sought operator is simply G 1/2 JG 1/2 ; indeed,
This ceases to hold in the unbounded case, the mere positive definiteness of G does not suffice for the purpose. But in our particular case this is again true; we have the following result.
Lemma 2.4. Let H = JG with J selfadjoint, bounded and boundedly invertible, G positive definite and let H be similar to selfadjoint. Then the operators H and
are similar.
Proof. Since H is similar with some selfadjoint operator T , so are the inverses which are bounded:
and we arrive at the so called quasi-affinity relation
between two bounded selfadjoint operators
as well as its adjoint are injective, its polar decomposition S −1 G −1/2 = U P will have a unitary U and P = P * will be positive semidefinite and injective. Hence by standard calculation
from which the stated similarity follows.
Thus, the spectral properties of H are identical to those of
Perturbations of spectra, general theory
This is the central part of this paper. We first prove inclusion theorems for both spectra and essential spectra and then two-sided bounds for isolated eigenvalues as they are usually obtained by minimax techniques.
The class of J-spectral operators is stable under perturbations.
Theorem 3.1. Let H = JG be J-spectral with H = JG positive definite and let H = JG where G is given by the form sum g = g + δg with |δg| ≤ κg, κ < 1.
Then H is again J-spectral.
This has been proved in [2] ; we sketch a simple proof for the sake of completeness.
Proof. G being positive definite (12) implies the same for G . In the Hilbert space X ·,· the operators H,
. This is seen from the identities
and similarly
where by (9) both G 1 and G 1 are positive definite in X ·,· . By continuity these identities are extended to the respective form domains. Hence Theorem 3.2. Let H = JG with G positive definite and J-selfadjoint, bounded and boundedly invertible operator, and let H be J-spectral. With g we denote the sesquilinear form defined by G. Let δg be a form satisfying (12) and let H = JG where G is defined by the form g = g + δg.
Proof. First we note that g can be written as
where ∆ is a bounded operator defined by
and satisfies ∆ ≤ κ. From Theorem 3.1 it follows that G defines a positive definite operator G and H = JG is again J-spectral, and we obviously have
For any λ ∈ C the operator G − λJ is generated by the closed sectorial form
with
Let us define the relative distance of the point λ to the set Ω with
Let λ ∈ ρ(H). Then 0 ∈ ρ(G − λJ) and we will have λ ∈ ρ(H ) if Z −1 is bounded. By Lemma 2.4 we have 1/λ ∈ ρ(G −1/2 JG −1/2 ) and hence we can write
We claim that if λ is such that κ < reldist(λ, σ(H)) then λ ∈ ρ(H ). This follows from the fact that
.
and using this relation it is easy to prove the statements (i), (ii) and (iii) of the theorem.
To prove the analogous statement about the essential spectrum, first note that for λ ∈ ρ(H ) the resolvent of H can be written as
By C(X ) define the Calkin algebra B(X )/K(X ) where B(X ) is the space of bounded operators on X and K(X ) is the ideal of all compact operators. Bŷ
denote the corresponding Calkin homomorphism. We define a complex function r with values in C(X ) by
Since r fulfils the resolvent equation it is a pseudoresolvent. From [5, Theorem 5.8.6] it follows that r admits a unique extensionr to a maximal pseudoresolvent. Since 0 is an element of the domain of r, by [5, Theorem 5.8.4 ] the domain ofr is the set of all λ ∈ C for which 1 − λr(0) is regular, which is ρ(r(0)) −1 . Hence the domain ofr is given by
Note that for selfadjoint elements in C(X ) we have functional calculus and the norm of a selfadjoint element is equal to its spectral radius. Since G −1/2 JG −1/2 is a selfadjoint element in C(X ), using these facts and Lemma 2.4 we obtain
If λ ∈ C \ σ ess (H) and κ < reldist(λ, σ ess (H)), from ∆ ≤ ∆ < reldist(λ, σ ess (H)) it follows that λ is in the domain of r and hence also ofr which implies λ ∈ C \ σ ess (H ). Now, to prove (iv), (v) and (vi), we can follow the same steps as in the proof of (i), (ii) and (iii).
Corollary 3.3. Let G ≤G. Then the spectral gap (both standard and essential) of G is contained in the one ofG.
Proof. The statement for the spectral gap follows from the equivalence
for any real λ.
Let H = JG,H = JG, and denote by I,Ĩ the essential central spectral gaps of H, H, respectively. As in the proof of the Thorem 3.2, with r andr we denote the unique extensions of maximal pseudoresolvents (H − λI) −1 and (H − λI) −1 . The domains of r andr are C \ σ ess (H) and C \ σ ess (H) respectively.
Since Calkin homomorphism preserves order (13) and f (t) = − 1 t is an operator monotone function, we haveĴr
for all λ ∈ I ∩Ĩ. Hence Ĵr (λ) ≤ Ĵ r(λ) for all λ ∈ I ∩Ĩ.
But the above inequality implies thatr can be analytically continued at least over all of I.
In fact, the whole spectrum is expected to move asunder as G grows. More specifically, by setting
I = ((1 + κ)λ − , (1 + κ)λ + ) is expected to be replaced by
(and analogously for the essential spectrum). A general proof of this is still not available but there is a simple rescaling construction which improves the existing estimates in this direction and has an independent interest besides. We start from (14) such that κ ± are finite and
(this is anyhow necessary to guarantee the positive definiteness of g + δg). Now, for any κ 0 > −1 we may write
The form (1 + κ 0 )g (being still positive definite) yields the operator (1 + κ 0 )H with the spectrum accordingly stretched and
Now we can optimise κ in dependence of κ 0 . The best value is obviously
A first observation is that under the mere condition κ − > −1 we already haveκ < 1 ! This means that the condition (15) automatically insures the statements of both Theorem 2.1 (for the form v) and Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 (for the form δg). 8 And all this without any further assumption on the size of κ + .
Furthermore a simple inspection shows that we always haveκ ≤ κ, the equality being taken if and only if κ − = −κ + . Thus, (ii) in Theorem 3.2 can be replaced by
The improvement is particularly drastic if κ − , κ + are close. The same improvement holds for the essential spectral bound in Theorem 3.2.
The construction (16) makes it possible to give a natural strengthening of Corollary 3.3. Proof. The same form domain means the double inequality g ≤ g ≤ (κ + + 1)g for some κ + ≥ 0. Then for δg = g − g we have 0 ≤ δg ≤ (κ + − 1)g and our rescaling construction (16) gives
and Theorem 3.1 immediately applies.
Norm bounds
If the form v in Theorem 2.1 is just bounded:
for some positive a then in (12) we obtain κ ≤ a G −1 and the typical inclusion from Theorem 3.2, say, (i), becomes
which is quite pessimistic, if λ + is large that is, if the spectral gap is far away from zero. In fact, unnecessarily pessimistic, since in this case we have H = H + S, where S is the bounded operator generated by the form v with S ≤ a. An alternative is to use the fact that by our Theorem 2.1 the operator
so we have to do with a bounded perturbation of a selfadjoint operator and (18) is replaced by the uniform estimate
which is independent of the size of λ + .
In the case of a Klein-Gordon Hamiltonian H = JG with G from (6) we cannot expect that the mere boundedness of the operator V insures the same for the form v in (4). The most interesting situation is the one with X = L 2 (R n ), U 2 = −∆ + m 2 and V is the multiplication operator. Then the condition that U 1/2 V U −1/2 is bounded is equivalent to the claim that V is bounded multiplier in the space W 1/2 2 (R n ). The characterization of such multipliers is given in [15] . This is not easy to check except for concrete functions V (cf. [22] ). Now we go over for two-sided estimates. They will be derived from corresponding minimax formulae (cf. e.g. [11] ), which we will 're-derive' in the process of proving the following result. 
Especially, if n ∈ N is such that (1 − κ)λ
. . , n are isolated eigenvalues of the operator H (always counted multiplicities), and analogously for negative eigenvalues.
Proof. From Lemma 2.4 we know that the operators H −1 and H −1 are similar to the operators G −1/2 JG −1/2 and G −1/2 JG −1/2 , respectively. Let us denote by σ ± the infimum/supremum of positive/negative spectrum of the operator H, and by λ ± i , i ∈ N the positive/negative eigenvalues of H ordered in the increasing/decreasing way, if positive/negative eigenvalues are smaller/larger than σ ± and λ
Now we use the minimax theorem (c.f. [20] ) on the
Since we know that λ
(Jψ, ψ) > 0 . Now we can reverse the last inequality and obtain
The same variational characterization holds for the eigenvalues λ
where we used the fact that
Now we are in position to use the estimate
Analogous formula holds for the negative eigenvalues of the operators H and H .
The other statement follows from the bounds (1 − κ)σ + ≤ σ + and λ
and analogous ones for negative eigenvalues.
A typical situation is to have H, G, G 0 , v as in Theorem 2.1 and then add a perturbation δg, measured by G 0 . We have the following result. 
Proof. Using (11) we have
All quantitative bounds obtained thus far can be immediately extended to the operators satisfying the condition A.3 with a general λ thus giving new bounds which could then be optimised over λ, if so desired.
Again, not only Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 10 but all subsequent results, in particular Theorems 3.2 and 3.5, are immediately applied to the Klein-Gordon operator with the potential V perturbed into V + δV where δV is again symmetric on D(U ) with
So, for instance, (19) becomes
and so on.
4 Perturbations of spectra, Klein-Gordon structure
The matrix structure of the Klein-Gordon operator allows for somewhat improved bounds.
, where δV is symmetric and V is perturbed into V + δV .
By (4) and (5) Obviously δA = δA ≤ c. The form g perturbed into g + δg with
Thus, we are again in the conditions of Theorem 2.1, applied to the form sum
(recall that b + c << 1). So, the operator H = JG is J-spectral. To estimate the perturbation we have to compute
To proceed further we use the 'block Cholesky' factorisation
is the inverse right Cholesky factor of A above. The operator L * δAL is bounded and it is given by the matrix
Let a − I < −(I − A * A) −1/2 (δA * A + A * δA)(I − A * A) −1/2 < a + I in the form sense and let
and to obtain bounds for
it is sufficient to find upper bound for the operator T a − and a lower bound for T a + .
A simplest way is to find just a norm bound. Since T −a is unitarily similar to −T a , it is enough to find a bound on max σ(T a ). Let λ ∈ σ(T a ) be such that λ = T a . Then, since λ is from the approximative point spectrum of the operator T a , there exists a Weyl sequence ψ n = 
If we take a = 2b δA 1−b 2 , we retrieve the already obtained bound (21) . If the perturbation δV is measured by V , that is, δV ψ ≤ ν V ψ , then by the analogous calculation (21) is replaced by
If V and δV have "disjoint supports", meaning that
then the 1,1-block in L * δAL vanishes and we obtain an improved bound
where the requirement κ < 1 is equivalent to
A weakening of the assumption (24) is to ask that V δV be of same sign, say V δV ≤ 0, meaning δA * A + A * δA ≤ 0. Now we can take a − = 0 and a + = 2b δA 1−b 2 . This implies
This leads to κ ± in (14) with κ + + κ − = 0 and an improved bound with κ from (17) is obtained (we omit the details).
Applications
Example 5.1. As a first illustrating model we consider the Hamiltonian given by
that is, we have mass-term harmonic oscillator combined with the homogeneous electric field. In the forthcoming paper the second author has calculated the eigenvalues of the corresponding Klein-Gordon operator for the n-dimensional case. In our notation they read
Here to each eigenvector there correspond two different eigenvalues but the formulae (3) give two different eigenvectors of H, moreover, as we know from Theorem 2.1, all those eigenvectors form a Riesz basis of the Hilbert space X ⊕ X . In any case our bound V U −1 < 1 is shown to be sharp because at α = 1 all eigenvalues tend to zero and in the same time they fill up the whole real axis whereas the eigenfunctions become flat and shift to infinity.
Using the results from the forthcoming paper by the second author one can show that the situation is the same also in higher dimensions, the only difference is that then in (25) the eigenvalues µ ± k will be accordingly multiple. Now for perturbations. To stay within exact solvability for V = αx we set δV = V = αx and choose β = 0 Then our relevant bound (23) has c = and b = α, so (21) gives
whereas the exact formula gives, for small 9 ,
We consider positive eigenvalues and omit their subscripts and superscripts.
= − 3 2 α 1 + α 1 − α which is absolutely smaller by the factor 3 2 α 1 + α which varies from zero to 3/4. Our estimate is poor at small alphas and no wonder because at α = 0 the change of the eigenvalues is quadratically small and ours is, by its nature, a 'first order estimate'. To capture such behaviours other methods will be needed.
Anyhow since the bound V U −1 < 1 has shown to be sharp there is no need of considering 'shifted bounds' as in A.3.
The following example can be seen as a two dimensional discretisation of the wellknown square well potential Hamiltonian considered in [19] , and it has very much the same behaviour. In fact, as the figure indicates, the operator H is well-behaved for τ < 2 whereas at τ = 2 the two inner eigenvalues λ which has a one-dimensional null space. Thus, the eigenvalue −1 is defective (nonsemisimple). This reproduces the phenomenon of 'Schiff-Snyder-Weinberg complex pair creation' observed in [19] .
The value V U −1 here (numerically rounded) equals 0.745 τ which covers a bit more than one half of the region of well-behavedness. Taking in (2) µ = −τ /2 we obtain b = b τ = τ /2 < 1 for τ < 2 which is sharp because at τ = 0 there is no eigenbasis as was seen above.
We now illustrate some perturbations. For unperturbed operators we take τ = 0, 1, 1. 1e-03 1e-01 3e-01 t = 1 2e-03 2e-01 6e-01 t = 1.7 6.6667e-03 6.6667e-01 2e+00
Similar results are obtained with randomly chosen perturbations δV .
